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Saint Mary's University dedicates newly renovated Aquinas
Hall

https://connect.smumn.edu/home?srctid=1&erid=6060498&trid=89c20c7b-9409-4f53-8ad2-3c3dd457b224


The university publicly dedicated its newly renovated Aquinas Hall on Oct. 15. The building
encompasses the section formerly known as the Adducci Science Center’s Hoffman and
Brother Charles Halls and what was formerly known as the Science and Learning Center.  
Learn more

Introducing Saint Mary's Currents, a podcast 

Saint Mary's University's Marketing and Communication Department is launching a new
podcast series on current topics relevant to the world and life. Welcome to the first edition of
Saint Mary's Currents, where we address issues that are trending, relevant, and yes,
sometimes divisive or controversial. Just as current is a flow of positive electric charge, the
goal of Saint Mary's Currents is to find a positive path forward. 
Learn more

Saint Mary's honors generosity of two couples with Heritage
Awards

The Heritage Award, given annually at the university's Celebrating a Tradition of Philanthropy
benefactor dinner, recognizes special individuals whose exceptional philanthropy has
significantly transformed the university and positioned Saint Mary's for a second century of
excellence in education. 
Learn more

Nationally known on-campus business garners 99% placement
rate for student workers
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Twenty five years ago, Saint Mary's University's GeoSpatial Services (GSS) was formed with
just a handful of employees and the desire to provide hands-on digital mapping and
experiences for students.  
Learn more
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